
Connectors 
Week 5 Lesson 5 



Lesson 5 objectives

By the end of this lesson you will…

• familiarize with the connectors: time, sequence and addition. 

•understand how to give examples and rephrase using connectors

• check your knowledge by taking a quiz



Time words and phrases



Sequencing events 



Other words and phrases



Expressing additional information

…



Giving examples and rephrasing





Let’s practice
Task 1. Circle the correct option. 

1. The engineering team continued to test the engine by the time/ 
until they found the fault. 

2. We will have a question- and- answer session before we finish/ will 
finish.

3. The government received/ has received six offers since the centre 
was turned over to the private sector. 

4. The list price, i.e./ e.g. the price of an article as listed by the 
manufacturer may be subject to discount by the retailer. 

5. Namely / To sum up, authenticating paintings has become a much 
more reliable process, but can perhaps never be perfected. 



Task 2. Rewrite the sentences, following the instructions in brackets. 

1. Charles I lost the Battle of Naseby, and was also forced to give up 
his crown(start with As well as…..)

2. The company was declared bankrupt, and the CEO was imprisoned 
for fraud (use moreover and write 2 sentences)

3. Edison patented many new inventions, and also developed systems 
for the mass distribution of electricity (start with Not only…)



Task 3. Complete the text, using one of the words or the 
phrase in the box in each space. One word/ phrase is not 
needed
•At last       then     same   first     lastly      next      after

From wood chips to paper

1._________, the wood chips are mixed with water and acid. 2. 
___________ they are heated and crushed to a heavy pulp. 3. 
___________ that, the wood pulp is cleaned, and at the 4. _________ 
time, chemically bleached to whiten it. 5. __________ it is passed 
through rollers to flatten it, producing sheets of wet paper. 6. 
__________, the sheets are dried to make the finished paper.  



Keys
Task 1. 

1. Until 2. finish   3. has received   4. i.e.   5. To sum up

Task 2. 

1. As well as losing the Battle of Naseby, Charles I was also forced to give up his crown. 

2. The company was declared bankrupt. Moreover, the CEO was imprisoned for fraud. 

3. Not only did Edison patent many new inventions, but he also developed systems for the mass 
distribution of electricity. 

Task 3. 

1. First     2. Then/ Next  3. After    4. same    5. Then/ Next   6. Lastly  



•Now, go to your assignments in MS Teams. Check your knowledge 
by taking the quiz that your instructor assigned.


